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via single links size 1.7gb movie trailer:
netaji subhas chandra bose: the forgotten
hero (2004) Bose: The Forgotten Hero full
movie in hindi download mp4. How best to

keep a single user from accessing
another's private data? - jgrahamc I know
at the moment this implies not trusting

anything (other than the oauth system at
the other provider) and the idea of having

to store their credentials in-memory or as a
file. Are there any other approaches people

are using in this situation? ======
omouse You can use the OAuth credentials

given to you by your service provider to
authenticate users on your end. I did it with
Twitter, but it's possible with Facebook and
Google as well. ------ oimama Probably you

should have read up on per-client
authentication and authorization. Google is
well-known to be an excellent resource for
that. ~~~ jgrahamc Yes I have and this is
the way I would go, but I was hoping that
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there were solutions that were more
generic and less tied to providers? ~~~
oimama I don't see any. When you say

"that were more generic" you just mean
you want them to work without having to

care about any provider, or you want them
to work without trusting any provider? I
don't know, sorry. ~~~ jgrahamc You

could argue that in the design that Twitter
provides. All they require is a single

number (a second factor) and a single
token. They assume that you trust them.
I'm sure similar schemes are available to

others. ~~~ oimama So, you do want
them to work without having to care about
any provider, and you want them to work
without trusting any provider. Hmm... You

might need to trust the providers
themselves (and possibly the

authentication server). I'm not sure how
you can do that... perhaps you just would

not expose the service to untrusted clients.
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Q: Hibernate: Relationship through
@OneToMany and @ManyToOne I've got
two entity classes: @Entity public class

Member { @Id
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